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Abstract :Composite structures are preferred nowadays over RCC structures and steel structures and made of steel and concrete. Associating 

to RCC structures, steel concrete composite system are more popular due to their various advantages. Speed and economy both can be 

achieved in case of composite structures. In this work various papers are referred to define suitability of high rise composite structure in 

seismic areas. Seismic analysis of different structure are studied and compared for various parameters such as stiffness, base shear, axial force 

and moments. Performance of connection of seismic link embedded to concrete shear wall study is also carried out. Static nonlinear analysis, 

dynamic nonlinear analysis and response spectrum analysis are carried out mainly with ETABS for above mentioned parameters. The results 

obtained by analysis are observed and it is concluded that composite structure are suitable in seismic areas in upcoming years. 

 

IndexTerms - Composite Structure, Seismic links, Non-linear analysis, Response spectrum analysis, ETABS. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Steel-concrete composite structure are used in recent decades due to benefits of combination of two construction materials. 

These have advantage of less self weight, reduction in size of section and speeding up of construction process. RC structures are 

less vulnerable to ground motions as compared to composite structures.[2] Concrete being brittle in nature has different 

responses both in tension and compression. Design codes neglect their tensile stiffness and strength as they are very small. Steel 

possesses elasto-plastic behavior in tension and compression and contain residual stresses due to fabrication or erection of 

members.[7] For composite construction, stiffness of reinforced concrete elements and ductility of steel elements are exploited to 

limit damage and dissipation of energy.[8] RC elements work under low-intensity earthquakes while steel elements work under 

high-intensity earthquakes. For super high rise building it is necessary to pay importance to its beauty, safety and economy. [13]  

 

A composite member is erected by combining concrete member and steel member such that they act as a single unit. The 

structural elements which are embraced in a composite construction are given below : 

1. Composite deck slab  

2. Composite beam  

3. Composite column  

4. Shear connector  

 

Composite Deck Slab : The metal deck reposes between two steel sections which do serve as functioning stand for concrete work. 

The composite floor system yields a rigid horizontal diaphragm hence acts as a diaphragm and it provides solidity to the structure 

in accumulation to that it distributes wind loads and earthquake loads to the composite frame system.[12]A composite slab in 

which steel sheets are coupled to the composite beam with the comfort of shear connectors, initially steel sheets act as permanent 

shuttering and also act as bottom reinforcement for steel deck slab and far ahead it is combined with the hardened concrete. 

 

 
 

Fig.1 Composite Deck Slab and Beam[12] 

Composite Beam : A composite beam is formed by placing a concrete slab over steel beams that are mostly I section. When 

loads are applied on member these essentials have a tendency to achieve in a self-regulating way which results in incident of slip 

among them.[12] This relative slip can be eradicated when we provide an apposite connection between steel beam and concrete 

slab, by providing connections the steel beam and concrete slab act as a single unit. The steel which is fragile in compression 

buckles under compression loads and concrete which is fragile in tension matures cracks due to tensile loads.[11]  
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Composite Column : A compression member involving of both steel and concrete elements can be designated as steel concrete 

composite columns. There are two types of composite columns 

1. Concrete section with embedded steel section 

2. A hollow steel section with concrete infill 

 

II. THEORY OF COMPOSITE STRUCTURES  

 

This section comprises some of the literatures used for physiological signal measurement techniques developed by various 

researchers using non-invasive methods with their importance.   

 

Sudarsana et al.,[3] carried out seismic analysis of composite structure and compared it to RCC structure by using Etabs for 

modelling and analysis. In this proportional study, low to high rise (5, 10 and 15 storied) RCC and composite structures were 

considered in seismic zone IV. The seismic behavior of the study surrounds designed by the anticipated methodology was 

evaluated by Response spectrum and nonlinear time-history analysis. Composite structure was more flexible to oscillate back 

and forth to ground motions compared to RCC structure. Composite structures are found flexible as compared to RCC structures 

and axial forces, moments, and shear forces of the structure are precise a smaller amount for the same loading as equated to the 

RCC buildings.[14]   

 

Suryanarayana et al.,[4] carried outanalysis of G+15 RCC and composite structure by response spectrum and equivalent static 

methods having a soft storey at ground level using ETABS. The study is then compared for seismic performance of RCC and 

composite structures with soft storey at ground floor with different height using ETABS 2013. Storey drift is reduced by 10% in 

composite models equated to RCC soft storey level. In other storey’s, by equivalent static case, storey drift is reduced by 70% 

and the similar reduces by 50% using response spectrum case. Selfweight is condensed by 10% in composites equated to RCC. 

Bending moment in X direction in composites compared to RCC is reduced by 11%, but it increases by 70% in Y direction. 

Shear force in X direction in composites compared with RCC is reduced by 16%, but increases by 65% in Y direction.  

 

Marathe et al.,[5]modelled a 30 storied building with composite and RCC. The structure was located in earthquake zone IV of 

India. As the load differs for different story levels they have deliberated different cross sections at different story level. They 

harmonized different parameters and finally concluded that composite structures are better than RCC structures for high rise 

structures.   

 

Ladjinovic et al.,[6] stated that the good behaviour of the structure is provided with a system of distributed lateral load 

resistance. It is proposed to construct BST-surface system with any number of elements of the resistance towards imbalance and 

ground movement. Surface BST describe the properties cannot change the system, however, inelastic deformation cannot be 

counted unless static or dynamic analysis of nonlinear done. Factors that determine seismic response, is the eccentricity of the 

force, side and plan.  

 

 

 

III. METHODOLOGY  

 

For analysis of composite structure ETABS was used as a software for design and analysis. Response spectrum analysis and 

non-linear analysis were carried out for different composite structures.  

 
1) A building with plan dimension 31.5m*24.5m was analyzed considering RCC and Composite structure. Ground storey height is 

kept as 4m and other storey heights kept 3m. M30 grade of concrete and Fe415 grade of steel is used. Self-weight, bending 
moment and shear force in X and Y direction is obtained from analysis and results for RCC and composite werecompared.[3]  
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2) Another building with plan dimension 20m*20m was analysed considering RCC and composite structure. Three models were 
considered for each with differentnumber of storeys : 5 storey, 10 storey, 15 storey. Storey height of 3m was kept uniform 
throughout the stories. Column and beam size kept on varying with height of building. Steel column section were encased in 
RCC columns and steel beams are provided with shear connectors. Bending moments and shear forces in X and Y direction is 
obtained. [4]  

 

 

Figure 4 Building Plan[4] 

The RC and steel-concrete composite multi-storey building with floating columns in the mid of last but one bay, with and 

without shear walls is analyzed by means of response spectrum analysis with the assistance of ETABS. The structure deliberated 

here is a regular building with plan of 30m x 30m. A G+20 storeys RC structure and steel-concrete composite structure with 

floating columns at middle of last but one bay and a G+20 storeys RC structure and steel-concrete composite structure with 

floating columns at middle of last but one bay with shear walls located in seismic Zone IV is considered for the analysis. The 

height of each storey is 3m and the bay spacing in both direction is 5m.[5] 

 

 
Figure  2  Building Plan [3]  

 

Figure  3  Elevation of Building [3]  
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Figure 5 Plan view with floating columns at pneumatic bay[5]  

 

IV. RESULTS 

a. For the first plan, storey drift is condensed by 10% in composite models equated to RCC in soft storey level. In other storey’s by 

means of equivalent static case, storey drift is reduced by 70% and by 50% using response spectrum case.  

b. Shear force in X direction in composites is condensed by 16% equated with RCC, but in Y direction increases by 65%.  
c. For second plan, the beam shear forces are condensed from RCC to composite as presented. The beam shear forces are 

condensed in low rise structure, medium rise structure and high rise structure.  

 
 

Figure 6 Storey Drift in mm  

d. For third plan, it is seen that the storey displacement and storey drift values obtained for both RC and steel-concrete composite 
structure with floating columns and shear walls is less equated to RC and steel-concrete composite structure with floating 
columns and without shear walls.   

 

Figure 7 Storey Displacement in mm  

e. The storey shear value attained for steel-concrete composite structure with floating columns in the middle of last one but one bay 
and shear walls is more by 49.22% when equated to steel-concrete composite structure with floating columns in the middle of 

last one but one bay without shear walls.   

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

1. It was found that Storey drift shrinks in composite structures as compared to RCC, because composite structures have 
higher stiffness than that of RCC.  

2. In both RCC and composite structures, storey drift is contained by permissible limit, i.e., 0.004 times the height of storey.   
3. Self weight of composite structures reduces as compared to RCC which in turn moderates the foundation cost. Due to the 

lessening of self weight of composite structures, it induces scarcer amounts of lateral forces.   
4. The analyses of composite structures indicate that the axial forces, moments, and shear forces of the structure are very less for 

the identical loading as equated to the RCC buildings.   
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5. The condensed moments and axial forces results in condensed dimensions of columns and beams. Hence one can determine that 

the composite construction is more economical than conservative RCC structures.   

 

Thus it can be concluded that composite structure being economic, having less storey drift and self weight reduction shows that 

these can be adopted for future construction and can be seen as rising option for constructions. 
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